AT HOME WITH a new deck
At Trex, we believe the appeal of home extends past its four walls—that just beyond its doors sits a beautiful opportunity waiting to be built, board by board, baluster by baluster, without complication or worry. And that’s our promise to you: to offer only high-performance decking and railing that withstand time, while honoring your home’s particulars.
from homes that light up at dusk...

deking: Trex Transcend® in Havana Gold & Spiced Rum
also featuring: Trex® OutdoorLighting™, Trex® Outdoor Furniture™,
Trex® Outdoor Kitchens™ (Cabinetry and Storage) and
Trex Hideaway® Hidden Fastening System
decking: Transcend in Lava Rock
railing: Transcend in Classic White with Lava Rock cocktail rail and glass panels
also featuring: Trex Outdoor Furniture and Trex Hideaway Hidden Fastening System

...to homes that
STIR BEFORE SUNRISE

AND EVERY SPACE
IN-BETWEEN
OUR DECKING PHILOSOPHY

COLOR YOUR WORLD
with vibrant shades of possibility

CREATE LUXURIOUS LOOKS
with authentic finishes & grain patterns

MAKE IT LAST
with proprietary shell technology

KEEP IT EFFORTLESS
with soap-and-water cleaning
Won’t fade or stain
UNLIKE WOOD

Won’t contribute to deforestation
UNLIKE WOOD

Won’t require seasonal painting, sealing or staining
UNLIKE WOOD

Won’t rot, warp or splinter
UNLIKE WOOD

why wood
WON’T DO

Read why Trex outdecks PVC & early-gen composite at trex.com/compare
Won’t weaken, rot or splinter due to the elements UNLIKE WOOD

Won’t lose its color UNLIKE EARLY-GEN COMPOSITE

Won’t chalk or look plastic-y UNLIKE PVC

Won’t dismantle your budget UNLIKE SPECIALTY RAILING

why Trex® OUTRAILS THE REST
Choosing railing that complements your decking has never been easier. Every Trex decking color comes with three pre-designed railings that go with it, along with a complete materials list and an alphanumeric code that makes ordering easy. To see our railing duos for every color, visit trex.com/duos.
what matters to you

MATTERS TO US, TOO

Smart design
This means a hidden fastener system that secures with nary a screw. And soft white lighting that brings new meaning to overlooked nooks. Our design team fusses over the tiniest details so that you don’t have to.

Eco-consciousness
From upcycling used materials to planting a tree with each piece of furniture ordered, Trex prides itself on being green. In fact, we’re one of the largest plastic recyclers in the US.

Life al fresco
Shade and storage exactly where you need it. Handsome, hardy furniture enjoyed year after year. Keeping you outdoors is an endeavor we do not take lightly.

Find fascia, pergolas, lounge chairs & more at trex.com/extras
We get it: a deck is an investment.

And while it may take some time to nail down the particulars, we’ve created a few tools that will make the decision-making process all the more easy, and dare we say, fun.

**DECK STARTER**
Design & price your deck at [trex.com/getstarted](http://trex.com/getstarted)

**COLOR SELECTOR**
Pick your palette at [trex.com/colors](http://trex.com/colors)

**DECK PLANS**
Download one of our blueprints at [trex.com/plans](http://trex.com/plans)